Questions 1
Look at the front and back cover - What do you think the
book is about?
Who is in the story?
What happens in the story?
How do you think the story will end?
What will happen next?
Do you like [a character]?
Is [a character] good/bad/nasty/unkind etc.?
What did [a character] say? Why?
How did [a character] scare/upset/help [another character]?
Has this ever happened to you? How did you feel?
What did you do?
Did the story make you think of something that has happened
to you or somebody you know?
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Questions 2
What has happened so far? Are you enjoying the book? Why?
Why not?
Explain why you think [a character] did [an event from the
story]?
What does this [word/sentence or phrase] tell you about the
setting/theme/character?
Find two ways in which the writer tells you about an
[event/theme/setting or character]?
Which words do you like the most? Why?
What other words or phrases could the writer have used?
What do you think that the writer meant by writing “x”?
Which words do you think are the most important in this
sentence, paragraph or page? Why?
How does the book make you feel?
How has the author made you feel like this? Which
words/phrases has he used?
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